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JPM-Individual Protection Overview

• Who We Are

• What We Do

• Were We’re Going
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JPM-Individual Protection

MISSION

The Joint Project Manager for Individual Protection is responsible for providing percutaneous, inhalation and ocular protection against Chemical and Biological Threats for our Nation’s Warfighters.

VISION

Provide revolutionary Individual Protective Equipment to the warfighter that is operationally effective and suitable, cost effective, and truly necessary to maintain operations in a CBRN environment.
JPM- Individual Protection
Initial Fieldings for FY 07 & 08

Joint Service Chemical Environment Survivability Mask (JSCESM)

Joint Service Mask Leakage Tester (JSMLT)

Alternative Footwear Solution (AFS)

Joint Service General Purpose Mask (JSGPM)

JSLIST Block 2 Glove Upgrade (JB2GU)

Integrated Footwear System (IFS)
JPM-IP
Near Term Objectives

• Initiate fielding of the M50/51 Joint Service General Purpose Mask (JSGPM)

• Develop & procure SOCOM Chem-Bio Lightweight Suit Capability

• Continue Pre-Milestone “A” Activities in Support of Joint Chemical Ensemble (JCE)
JPM-IP FY-08 Goals

Improve Post MS C & Legacy Systems Management

• Successful fielding & New Equipment Training (NET)
  – Joint Service Mask Leakage Tester (JSMLT)
  – Joint Service Chemical Environment Survivability Mask (JSCEM)
  – Joint Service General Purpose Mask (JSGPM)

Enhance Quality Assurance/Quality Control on Fielded Items
  – Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)
  – Joint Project Manager-Individual Protection (JPM-IP)
  – Joint Equipment Assessment Program (JEAP)
  – Edgewood Chemical Biological Center (ECBC)
  – Primary Inventory Control Activities (PICA)

• Improve & sustain relationship w/ stakeholders
• Active Use of Lean Six Sigma
JPM-IP FY-08 Goals
Improve Systems Engineering

Define the Threat – “Chemical Challenge Study”

ICD ➔ Threat ➔ Next Generation

Duty Uniform Integration

Primary Focus: Warfighter Solutions

Technology Shift to address Catastrophic and/or Disruptive Threats

Information-Sharing with other Federal Agencies
JPM-IP THRUST AREAS

• Chemical Challenge Study
• Joint Aircrew Duration In Protective Ensemble LOE
• Incorporate Chem-Bio Protection in Warfighters Uniform; reduce heat burden
• Defining the Threat & Level of Protection Required
• Increased Filter Capability
• Integrated Helmet & Mask Protection
• Integrated & modular approach to protect the Joint Community.
• JPM-IP Thrust Manager on site with S&T community (DTRA)
Questions?